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Abst rac t - -Th is  paper deals with diffusion problems modeled by the equation a(t)u=x = ut, x > 0, 
t > O, u(x, O) = c(x) together with the boundary condition u(0, t) = b(t) or ux(O, t) = b(t). By using 
Fourier transforms, existence conditions and exact solutions of the above mixed problems are given. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the evaluation of microwave heating processes, the constant coefficient model often leads 
to misleading results due to the complexity of the field distribution within the oven and the 
variation of the dielectric properties of the material with several parameters [1,2]. Constant 
coefficient models are inadequate in drying processes where the humidity changes are important, 
or in propagation problems in ferrite materials [1]. Linear flow of heat in the semi-infinite solid 
where thermal properties are time dependent but independent of position are modeled by the 
one-dimensional diffusion equation 
a( t )u=x(x , t )=ut (x , t ) ,  x>0,  t>0,  (1) 
where a (t) is the thermometric conductivity [3]. Economic problems related to the valuation 
of options with time-varying interest rate and volatility can be modeled in terms of (1) starting 
from Black-Scholes formulae, see [4, p. 101]. 
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This paper deals with mixed problems described by (1) together with the initial condition 
u(z,O) =c(x), z>O, (2) 
and one of the two boundary conditions 
u(O,t) = b(t), t > O, (3) 
u, (O,t) = b(t), t > O. (4) 
It is well known that explicit solutions of problems have undoubtable advantages versus numerical 
solutions uch as the possibility to check the correctness of the model, the study of the variation 
of the solution according with the data and avoiding accumulation errors. So, in spite of the wide 
use of numerical methods for the treatment of variable coefficient partial differential equations, 
it is worthy to obtain explicit solutions of variable coefficient problems. The aim of this paper 
is twofold. First, to show that the transformation i tegrals approach can be used to deal with 
variable coefficient problems, and second, to obtain explicit solutions of initial-boundary value 
problems related to the one-dimensional time-dependent diffusion equation. The organization of 
the paper is as follows. Section 2 deals with problem (1)-(3) as well as (1),(2),(4), for the case 
where the initial condition of both problems is u(x, 0) = 0, x > 0 and exact solutions are found 
using the sine and cosine Fourier transform. The general case where c(x) in (2) is a nonzero 
function is treated in Section 3. Throughout this paper, erf (x) denotes the error function defined 
by 
erf (x) = ~ e -s2 ds, 
9vs denotes the sine Fourier transform, and ~'c the cosine Fourier transform. For the sake of 
clarity in the presentation, we recall the convolution theorem for the cosine Fourier transform: if 
f c  {f  (x)} = Fc (w) and 2"c {g (x)} = Gc (w), then 
fo ~ lfo~ Fc (w) Gc (w) cos(wx) dw = -~ f (y) [g (x + y) + g (Ix - Yl)] dy, (5) 
see [5, p. 239]. By [5, p. 240] and with previous notation, one gets 
Fs(w)Gc(w)sin(wx)dw= -~ f (y ) [g ( lx -y l ) -g (x  +y)] dy. (6) 
Finally, we recall that if b > 0, then (see [6, p. 480]) 
f0 ~ e -x2 cos(2bx) dx = V~e-b2, (7) 
2 
and differentiation of definite integral with respect o a parameter [6, p. 18] 
drY(a) d --da J¢(a) f (x,a)dx = f(~v(a),a) d~(a)da f(~,(a) ,a) d¢(a)~ + J¢(a)f~(a) f(x, a) dx. (8) 
2. EXPL IC IT  EXACT SOLUTION FOR 
THE ZERO INITIAL CONDIT ION CASE 
Let us consider problem (1)-(3) with c(x) -- 0 for x > 0, and assume the hypothesis 
there exist 5 > 0 such that a(t) > 5 for all t > O. (9) 
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Let us consider the unknown u as a function of the variable x for a fixed value of t, and let 
u(t)(~) _ . r s  {~ (., t)} (~). (10) 
By applying the sine transform to problem (1)-(3) with c(x) = 0, and taking into account he 
properties of the sine Fourier transform, see [7, p. 52], it follows that/4(t) satisfies the problem 
~u (t) (,~) = -w~~ (t) u (t) (w) + ~a (t) b (t), U (0) (w) = 0, (11) 
where w > 0 is a parameter. 
Assuming that b(t) is differentiable, solving (11) and integrating by parts, it follows that 
~00 t lg (t) (w) = w e-W 2 if) a(s) dSa(v)b(v) dv 
(12) 
b(t) b(O) e_W2 f~ a(s)ds 1 f t  2 . t  
- -  w w - w Jo "e-w .I:, ~(s) dSb,(v ) dv. 
By using the inverse Fourier sine transform, taking into account hypothesis (5) and Fubini's 
Theorem, by (10) and (12), one gets 
u(x, t )  2 ~0t ~0°° sin(wx) 2 ,  = _ e-W $' a(s) dsb,(v ) dv dw 
?r w 
+b(t) -  b(o) fo sin(wx)w e-W  fX°(s)d" ew. 
(13) 
Let J l (x )  and J2(x) be defined by 
~0 °° sin(wx) J l(x) = w e -w2 fo a(s)ds dw, 
~o °° sin(wx) e w2 J2(x) = - .[~ a(s) as dw. 
W 
(14) 
By the Leibniz formula for the differentiation of parametric integrals, it follows that 
~0 ~ 
= cos(wx)e-  f~ (s) ds dw J~(x) w 2 a 
- -  e - z2 cos 
(15) 
and by (7), one gets 
JI(z) = v~ e-~/(4./~ a(s)ds). 
Since Jl(0) = 0, by (15), it follows that 
(16) 
fox f[  Jl(X) = J~(s) ds = ~ e-(~2/4f~a(s)ds)d~ 
2 s)  ds  
(17) 
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By (13) and (16) and using that J2(0) = 0, one gets 
2 £a(s)es 
By (13),(16)-(18), it follows that 
(18) 
u(x,t) b(t) b(0) erf x t = - - b'(v) erf x dv. (19) 
,,/s:- 2 (s) d 2 a(s) ds 
Let us prove that u(x, t) defined by (19) satisfies condition u(x, O) = O, for x > 0 and (3). If t > 0 
is fixed, from (19), it follows that 
lim u(x, t) = x~m+ (b(t) - b(O)eft(O+)) = b(t). x-*O+ 
Otherwise, if x > 0 is fixed, by (17), it follows that 
lim u(x,t) b(O) b(O)erf(oo) lim f t  ( V/ x ) =  - - erf 2 t bl(v) dv. (20) 
x--*o+ z-*o+ Jo f~ a(s) ds: 
By the Mean Value Theorem 7.37 of [8, p. 200], one gets the existence of some ~ with 0 < ~ < t 
such that 
J0 erf b'(v) dv = erf(oo b'(v) dv = b'(v) dv = b(t) - b(~). 2 s) ds 
Hence, 
erf b'(v) dv = O, (21) 
x--*o Jo 2 (s) ds 
and by (19) and (20), one concludes that limx-~0u(x, t) = 0. 
Finally, we prove that u(x, t) defined by (19) satisfies equation (1). Note that by definition of 
the error function and the chain rule, it follows that 
__ = 4ftva(s)ds 2 v/. y: a(s) s f~ a(s) ds (22) 
By (8), (18), (21), and (22), it is easy to check that 
b(O)xa( t ) f r t  , -3 /2 (  x2 ) 
a(t)uxz(x,t): 2V ~ L]oa(s)ds) exp  4fo-~s)d s 
+ exp a fv a(s) ds a(s) ds b (v) dv 
= a(t)ut(x,t), x > O, t > O. 
Let us consider the problem described by (1), (2), and (4) with c(x) = 0 and let us denote 
lg(t)(w) = ~'c {u(., t) } (w). (23) 
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Taking into account he properties of the Fourier cosine transform [7, p. 52] and (4) it follows 
that 
~'c {uxx} (w) = -ux(o,  t) - w~U(t)(w) = -b(t) - ~,2u(t)(~). (24) 
By applying the Fourier cosine transform to problem (1),(2),(4) with c(x) = 0, and by (23) 
and (24), one gets the transformed initial value problem 
whose solution is 
dU(t)(w) 
-- a(t)b(t) - w2a(t)bt(t)(w), L/(O)(w) = O, (25) 
d 
f t  14(t) (w) = - e -w2 I,~ a(s) dsa(v)b(v) dv. (26) 
dO 
By applying the inverse Fourier cosine transform to (26), by (23), Pubini's Theorem, and (9), it 
follows that 
u(x, t) = -~r2 ~o °° Lt(t)(w) cos(wx) dw 
(271 ) ---- - -  e L, a(8) ds cos(wx) dw a(v)b(v) dv. 
7( 
Using (7) and (27), one gets 
9 • o  c¢e -w2 .1~ ~,(8) d8 cos(wx) dw - v~ e-(X2/4 I~ a(s) ds) ~/~ ' 2 f~ a(s) ds 
= 1 ~t  e-(X2/4"f'~a(8)as)t dr. 
u(x,t) ~ ~/£ a(s)as ~(v)b(v) 
Summarizing, the following result has been established. 
(28) 
THEOREM 1. Let a(t) be a continuous positive function satisfying condition (9) and let c(x) = 0 
for all x > O. 
(i) I f  b( t ) is a continuously differentiable function, then a solution of problem (1)-(3) is given 
by (18). 
(ii) I f  b(t) is continuous, then a solution of problem (1),(2),(4) is given by (28). 
REMARK 2. Solutions proposed by Theorem 1 coincide with those given in [7, pp. 54,56] for the 
case where a(t) = a for all t > 0. 
3. THE GENERAL CASE 
Throughout this section, we assume that 
c(x) is integrable and absolutely integrable in [0, oo[. (29) 
We begin this section dealing with problem (1)-(3) or (1),(2),(4) with the condition b(t) = 0 for 
all t > 0. In accordance with (10), we regard the unknown u as a function of the active variable 
x, u = u(., t) for a fixed parameter t > 0. Let us address problem (1)-(3) by applying the Fourier 
sine transform. Taking into account he properties of the Fourier sine transform, problem (1)-(3) 
is transformed into 
where 
dU(t)(w) 
- a(t)~2u(t)(~), u(0)(~)  = c(~) ,  (30) 
d 
c(w) = ~', {c(~)} (w). (31) 
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The solution of (30) takes the form 
u(t ) (w)  = C(zo)e -~ S.'; ~(~)d, (32) 
It is easy to check by direct computation or using the properties of the Fourier sine transform 
that under hypothesis (9), the function 
gt (x) = 1 e-=2/(.f~ a(s) ds) (33) 
is integrable in the positive real line and 
~'~ {gt (x )}  (w) = e -~2 .Io a(,) d8 (34) 
Thus, (32) takes the form 
.r~ {u(., t)} (~) = ~~ {c(x)} (~)~-~ {g~(=)} (w), (35) 
and by (6) and (35), it follows that 
1 ~o~C(y){e-((=-Y)2/4.loa(s)ds)--e-((=+Y)2/4f~ a(8)dS) } dy. 
By Theorem 7.3 of [5, p. 208], by the continuity of c(x), it follows that 
(36) 
lim u(x, t) = c(x), for a fixed value of x > 0. 
t--*0+ 
By (36), one gets 
lira u(x, t) = O, for a fixed value of t > 0. 
x-*0+ 
Finally, by the Leibniz rule for the differentiation f parametric ntegrals and (36), it follows that 
u,(x,t) = a(t) fo C(y) {e-CCx-y)2/.J o(8)ds) _e-((x+y)2/4JoO(.)d.) } dy 
[z {( ) 1 c(y) (x - y)2 1 e-(Cx-y)2/4./~ ~(8)d,) 
= a(t) 2V/~ fo a(s)ds 4~ a(~ ~/s 2 fo a(s)-ds 
+ 
2 f~a(s)ds 4-~oa-~-ds) e-((~+v):/4"fx~(~)d~) dy 
= a(t)uxx(x,t), x > O, t > O. 
Hence, u(x, t) defined by (36) solves problem (1)-(3) with b(t) = O. 
Consider now problem (1),(2),(4) with b(t) = 0 and notation (23). By applying the Fourier 
cosine transform and taking into account the properties relating the transform of the derivatives, 
problem (1),(2),(4) is transformed into 
dbl(t)(w) = -a(t)w2U(t)(w), /g(O)(w) = Cl(W), (37) 
d 
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where 
c~(w) = ~-~ {c(.)} (w). 
By (33),(34), solving (37) and applying the inverse Fourier cosine, it follows that 
(38) 
l~(t)(W) = Cl(zv)e -w~ ,It a(s)ds, (39) 
~0 °° 
u(x, t) = _2 C~(w)e -~ .to o(~)~ cos(wx) dw 7£ 
= - 5re {c} (w)~'c {gt} (w) cos(wx) dw. 
By property (5) and (40), one gets 
(40) 
~0 °° 
1 coy) {e -((x+y)'/4fg'a(s)ds) --e -((x-y>'/4f°a(s>ds) } dy. 
= 2 Aloa(S)ds 
(41) 
Summarizing, the following result has been established. 
THEOREM 3. Let a(t) be a positive continuous function satisfying condition (9), let b(t) = 0 for 
edl t > 0 and assume hypothesis (29). 
(i) A solution of problem (1)-(3) is given by (36). 
(ii) A solution of problem (1),(2),(4) is given by (41). 
REMARK 4. If a(t) = a is a constant function, the solutions provided by Theorem 3 coincide 
with the expressions given in [5, pp. 239,240]. 
COROLLARY 5. Let a(t) be a positive continuous function satisfying (9), let b(t) be a continuous 
function, and assume that c(x) satisfies (29). 
(i) I f  b(t) is continuously differentiable in the positive real line, then a solution of problem 
(1)-(3) is given by 
= - - b'(v) erf 2 t u(z,t) b(t) b(O) erf 2 (s) ds f~ a(s) ds dv 
/o  2 / Za(s) sl "" ) _ o(,)',)} . , .  
(ii) A solution of problem (1),(2),(4) is given by 
(42) 
_ 1 ~o t e-Z2/(4t "~'~ a(s) ds) dv 
u(=,t) ~ X/f; a(s) ds a(vlb(v) 
2~/1r ~la(s) ds c(y) {e -((x+y)'/4fg'a(s)ds) _ e-((=-u)2/a IJ a(8)as) } dy. 
(43) 
PROOF. Note that if Ul is a solution of problem 
a( t ) ( ' t l ,1 )xx(X ,~)  : (U l ) t (x , t ) ,  x >0,  
Ul(X, 0) = 0, x > 0, 
ul(O,t) = b(t), t > 0, 
t>O, 
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and u2 is a solut ion of 
a (t) (u2)x~ (x, t) = (u2)t (x, t),  • > o, 
u2(z, o) = c(z) ,  x > o, 
u2(O, t) = o, t > o, 
t>O,  
then u = u l  + u2 is a solution of problem (1 ) - (3 ) .  In  an analogous way, if Vl is a solut ion of 
problem 
a(t )  (V l )xx(X, t )  = (V l ) t (x ,$) ,  x > 0, 
Vl(X,0) =0 , x > 0, 
(Vl)x(0,t) =b( t ) ,  t>0,  
t>0,  
and v 2 is a solution of problem 
a (t) (v2)xx (x, t) = (vz)t (x, t ) ,  x > 0, 
v2(z, o) = c(z) ,  z > o, 
(v2)x(0,t) = 0, t > 0, 
t>0,  
then v = Vl  -{- v2  is a solution of problem (1),(2),(4). Now the result is a direct consequence of 
Theorems 1 and 3. | 
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